Human Dignity

Catholic Social Teaching

HUMAN DIGNITY: 
"The state of being worthy of honour or respect."

IMAGO DEI = IMAGE OF GOD

WHERE ELSE MIGHT HUMAN DIGNITY PRESENT A CHALLENGE?

CAFOD
Just one world
cafod.org.uk

IN THE IMAGE AND LIKENESS OF GOD

I AM FREE AND RESPONSIBLE

OF COURSE NOT

HOW CAN WE RESPECT HUMAN DIGNITY?

Gaudium et Spes (Joys and Hopes)

Everyone must consider their every neighbour... as another self, taking into account the means necessary to live with dignity...

THERE WILL BE NO PEACE OR JUSTICE IN THE WORLD UNTIL WE RETURN TO A SENSE OF OUR DIGNITY AS CREATURES AND CHILDREN OF GOD

GCSE
Human Dignity

Where in the Bible is this quotation?

What does this image say about dignity?

Why is a mirror used here?

Other ways to respect human dignity:

How should a Catholic agency depict the people it works with?

Who is this?